I-218 Christine Joley

I-218-1 The comment states how long travel times can be in the afternoons and that the development would only add more time to commutes. The comment states that adding a huge development will increase the commenters commute and that North County does not have the roads to accommodate huge developments. The comment concludes by asking “who approved the Davidson Bonsall development or the DR Horton Ridge development near the I-15/76 interchange. The County acknowledges the comment and notes it expresses the opinions of the commenter, and does not raise an issue related to the adequacy of any specific section or analysis of the Draft EIR. The comment addresses general subject areas, traffic, which received thorough analysis in Section 2.13, Transportation and Traffic, of the Draft EIR. The County will include the comment as part of the Final EIR for review and consideration by the decision-makers prior to a final decision on the project. No further response is required or necessary.

Regarding the other projects referenced in the comment, these projects were approved by the County of San Diego. These projects are not related to the proposed Project and do not raise an issue within the meaning of CEQA. No further response is required or necessary.